8:30 a.m. | Choose One

COLLEGE INFORMATION SESSIONS

Speak with department representatives from many of UCR’s colleges and schools and discover what they offer.

- **College of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences (CHASS)**
  - **UNLH (University Lecture Hall)**
  CHASS combines the arts, humanities, and social sciences into one college. This structure gives students the opportunity to explore across a broad range of disciplines and examine diverse dimensions of social and historical life and human meaning. Learn more about CHASS’ academic programs and services.

- **College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences (CNAS)**
  - **MSE 116 (Materials Science & Engineering)**
  CNAS combines life sciences, physical sciences, mathematical sciences, and agricultural sciences into one college. The result is a vibrant culture that encourages interdisciplinary coursework and undergraduate research. Learn more about “the CNAS advantage” during this presentation.

- **Marlan and Rosemary Bourns College of Engineering (BCOE) • MSE 104**
  BCOE teaches students to meet the challenges and solve the problems of our increasingly technological society. Learn about what it means to be an engineer and how Bourns can get you there.

- **School of Business • HUB 355 (Highlander Union Building)**
  UCR’s School of Business houses Southern California’s oldest and most comprehensive UC business administration program. This session summarizes the program and outlines how we help students succeed. Learn more about obtaining a UCR business degree.

- **Graduate School of Education (GSOE) • HUB 367**
  GSOE offers an exciting undergraduate major, Education, Society, and Human Development — which allows undergraduate students to study, research, and serve the U.S. educational system alongside world-class faculty. Explore how education is an important tool to transform ourselves, our communities, and our society.

- **School of Public Policy (SPP) • HUB 269**
  SPP’s mission is to train a new generation of forward-thinking public policy leaders equipped to address the complex, interrelated challenges of poverty, disease, illiteracy, climate change, energy security, pollution, and more. Learn more about SPP’s motto: “Solutions for the region, solutions for the world.”

Starting at 9:30 a.m.

PRESENTATIONS + WORKSHOPS

Interact with staff and current UCR students and hear what they have to share about the whole UCR experience.

- **UCR Student Panel**
  - **9:30 a.m. only • Bourns A125**
  Get insight from a panel of current UCR students about their experiences and get advice about how to create the most fulfilling college experience.

- **Application Workshop**
  - **9:30 & 11:30 a.m. • MSE 104**
  A UCR Admissions Counselor will discuss freshman admission requirements and answer questions about the UC application.

---

**CHECK-IN | 8 A.M. | BELL TOWER**
Remember, this event is on a Saturday — so bring your friends and family!

**PRESENTATIONS + WORKSHOPS CONTINUED FROM FRONT**

- **Financial Aid Presentation**  
  **9:30, 10:30 & 11:30 a.m. • UNLH**  
  This session shows how grants, scholarships, work-study and loans can help you with financial challenges.

- **Admissions Presentation**  
  **10:30 a.m. only • MSE 104**  
  We will discuss the finer details of admissions requirements! Learn how to prepare to meet the selection criteria for specific majors.

- **Admissions Presentation: International Students**  
  **10:30 a.m. only • HUB 355**  
  Meet the International Admission Specialists. Learn more about the specific non-resident requirements and the I-20 process. You'll also have an opportunity to meet current international UCR students and staff from UCR’s International Student Office.

**9:30 a.m. – 12 p.m.**

**TOURS**

**Campus Tour, Engineering Lab Tour & Science Lab Tour**
You can literally walk the same paths that many UCR students took to follow their dreams. Get an overview of the campus and/or check out our cutting-edge lab facilities.

All tours depart from the Bell Tower. The first tour departs at 9:30 a.m. and the last tour departs at 12 p.m.

**9:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.**

**INFORMATION AND RESOURCES FAIR**

**HUB Lawn**
Speak directly with advisers from many of UCR's student organizations, programs, and departments.

**HUNGRY?**

The Habit Burger Grill is located near the bell tower and serves delicious burgers, salads, fries, and milkshakes. Open from 11:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.